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1. BACKGROUND 

Dutch-Bangla Pack Ltd. (DBPL) is committed to long- term and sustainable economic responsibility. We 
underscore this approach by supporting and integrating in our business operations and strategies the 
FMO guidelines for an Environmental and Social Action Plan. 

According to this plan DBPL adheres to the following actions: 

 The company ensures that it will diligently design, construct, operate, maintain, and monitor all its 
plants, sites, and equipment in a safe, efficient, and business-like manner. 

 DBPL implements, maintains, and continuously improves an adequate Environmental and Social 
Management System. 

 DBPL employs a senior officer with management responsibility, who among other things, ensures 
the proper operation and maintenance of the Environmental and Social Management System. 

 DBPL maintains certification for the respective parts of the Environmental and Social 
Management System to the following standards: 

▪ ISO 14001:2015 based on IFC Performance Standards for the management of 
environmental matters. 

▪ ISO 45001:2018, which previously used to be known as OHSAS 18001, for the 
management of occupational, health and safety matters; and 

▪ SA 8000:2014 for the management of labor matters. 

▪ FSSC 22000 (v5.1), a GFSI recognized food safety certification, for the management of 
food safety matters. 

▪ ISO 9001:2015, for quality management. 

 DBPL maintains an active membership of the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), an 
initiative of the United Nations to encourage businesses worldwide to adopt sustainable and 
socially responsible policies, and to report on their implementation. 
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2. ABOUT THE COMPANY 

DBPL is a Netherlands-Bangladesh joint venture company established in 2007. Local shareholders hold 
50% shares of the company while remaining 50% shares are held by LC Packaging International BV 
(LC), Netherlands. The Bangladeshi shareholders include four local investors and Sinobangla Industries 
Ltd. – also a long-standing production partner of LC Packaging in Bangladesh. LC Packaging is one of 
the largest global traders of packaging materials, with operations in Europe and Africa. 

DBPL is the leading producer of FIBCs (Flexible Intermediate Bulk Containers) in Bangladesh. FIBC or 
big bag, is an industrial container made of flexible fabric that is designed for storing and transporting dry, 
flowable products, such as sand, fertilizer, and granules of plastic. The second major factory expansion 
has been completed and in operation from November 2021. DBPL now has the annual capacity of 
producing 9,000 tons, equating to roughly 3.6 million FIBCs. 

DBPL started its commercial production in 2008, and currently produces the following products: Pharma 
Clean, Food clean, Intermediate Clean, Industrial Clean, Laminated FIBCs and HDPE/LDPE liners. To 
maintain hygiene and safety, the company has a High Care Cleanroom for the production of FIBCs for 
Food and Pharma industries. 

The FIBCs produced by DBPL are used as bulk containers for packing various products e.g., 
pharmaceutical products, food grains, industrial raw materials etc. To enhance its presence in the high 
segment FIBC product range, DBPL has two additional state-of-the-art production facilities. They are, I) 
wide width coating plant and II) wide width multilayer liner plant. FIBCs with such features produced by 
DBPL can be used as bulk containers for liquid packaging (i.e., water, milk, oil), food packaging 
(processed or semi processed food ingredients products) and pharmaceuticals packaging. 

To enhance customer satisfaction and adhere to international product and manufacturing standards, 
DBPL practices a vigorous Quality and Hygiene Policy. To emphasize the commitment of DBPL towards 
quality, safety and efficiency, the Company has already achieved the ISO 9001:2015, ISO 45001:2018, 
ISO 14001:2015, FSSC 22000 (v5) and SA 8000:2014 certification standards. With the accomplishment 
of the aforementioned certificates, DBPL is the first and single FIBC manufacturer in the world to have 
achieved these certificates in unison. 
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3. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE  

3.1 CORPORATE STRUCTURE 

DBPL is a private limited company, formed as an equal joint-venture between Bangladesh and Dutch 
investors. It was incorporated in 2007 at Dhaka, Bangladesh through the Registrar of Joint Stock 
Companies. The Company is supervised by the Board of Directors, which includes representation from 
both the Dutch and Bangladeshi investors. The Company Secretary is responsible for ensuring that 
DBPL complies with standard financial and legal practices and maintains standards of corporate 
governance. 

 

 

 

3.2 SHARE OWNERSHIP 

Local shareholders hold 50% shares while the remaining 50% shares are held by LC Packaging 
International BV (LC), Netherlands. The Bangladeshi shareholders include four local investors and 
Sinobangla Industries Ltd. – also a long-standing production partner of LC Packaging in Bangladesh. 

LC Packaging is one of the largest global traders of packaging materials, with operations in Europe and 
Africa. The shareholding structure of DBPL is shown in below figure. 
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3.3 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICY 

Shareholders have meaningful ability to participate in the major fundamental decisions that affect 
corporate viability, and meaningful opportunities to suggest or nominate director candidates and to suggest 
processes and criteria for director selection and evaluation. DBPL adheres to responsible business 
practices and practice good corporate citizenship. Promotion, adoption and effective implementation 
of guidelines for the responsible conduct of business and business relationships are consistent with 
the fiduciary responsibility of protecting long-term investment interests. 

The Managing Director is responsible for the successful leadership and management of the organization 
according to the strategic direction set by the Board of Directors. Specific responsibilities include: 

 Participate with the Board of Directors in developing a vision and strategic plan to guide the 
organization 

 Identify, assess, and inform the Board of Directors of internal and external issues that affect the 
organization 

 Act as a professional advisor to the Board of Director on all aspects of the organization's activities 

 Foster effective teamwork between the Board and staff 

 Conduct official correspondence on behalf of the Board as appropriate and jointly  with the 
Board when appropriate 

 Represent the organization at community activities to enhance the organization's community 
Profile 

 

3.4 INTERNAL AUDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

The Board undertakes the responsibility for risk oversight. DBPL’s Board attempts to understand and 
ensure risk management practices for the company; regularly review risks and evaluate how 
management responds to the most significant risks. Specifically, the Company Secretary performs the 
following functions to effectively manage risk: Contributing to meeting discussions as and when required, 
and advising members of the legal, governance, accounting and tax implications of proposed policies; 
monitoring changes in relevant legislation and the regulatory environment and taking appropriate action; 
liaising with external regulators and advisers, such as lawyers and auditors; taking responsibility for the 
health and safety of employees and managing matters related to insurance and property; developing 
and overseeing the systems that ensure the company complies with all applicable codes, in addition to 
its legal and statutory requirements. 
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4. HUMAN RIGHTS 

4.1 COMMITMENT 

DBPL subscribes to the SA 8000:2014 (Social Accountability) certification standard. Through it, DBPL 
pledges to the UN Declaration of Human Rights, conventions of the ILO, UN and national law, and 
spans industry and corporate codes to create a common language to measure social performance. 

 

4.2 ECOVADIS 

As a partner of the Netherlands based leading global packaging 
company LC Packaging, DBPL is proud to be included for the 
Ecovadis certification. On 4 October 2021, LC Packaging 
International has been rewarded with the EcoVadis Platinum 
Medal for the second consecutive year in a row. With a total 
score of 79/100 we belong to the top 1% highest rated 
companies of all 75,000 companies assessed and top 1% in our 
industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 FMO KNOWLEDGE SESSION 

On October 2020, a Knowledge session was conducted on Challenges and benefits of FMO, IFC and 
Global Reporting. 

 

 

 

4.4 IMPLEMENTATION 

Please see Section 5.4. 
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5. EMPLOYMENT 

5.1 STATEMENT ON LABOR RIGHTS 

 

DBPL aspires to be a leader in social 
accountability by promoting a positive 
culture with respect to human rights and 
the continuous improvement of working 
conditions. We support and respect 
theprotection of international human rights 
within the sphere of our influence and 
ensure that we are not complicit in human 
rights abuses. As a socially accountable 
company, we strive to conform to all 
requirements of SA 8000:2014. 

At DBPL we continually improve the ways 
in which we promote, communicate, and 
manage Social Accountability with our 
employees, our customers, our suppliers, 
and the community at large. We will ensure 
that this policy is reviewed periodically, 
communicated and is accessible to all staff, 
including directors, executives, 
management, supervisors, and staff, 
whether directly employed, contracted, or 
otherwise representing the company and 
is publicly available, upon request. DBPL 
shall continue to encourage all suppliers 
and contractors to comply with the same 
standards. 

Surveillance audit by the certification 
agency was held in November 2021, with 
no major non-conformities.  

 

The specific commitments of DBPL with respect to the requirements of SA 8000:2014 are as below: 

 

CHILD LABOR 

DBPL shall not utilize child labor and will support the SA 8000:2014 standard’s guidelines on child labor. 

FORCED LABOR 

DBPL does not engage in or support the use of forced labor. 
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FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION & RIGHT TO COLLECTIVELY BARGAIN  

DBPL recognizes its employees’ right to join trade unions of their choice and to collectively bargain. While 
DBPL recognizes this right, it also strongly focuses on fostering a healthy, safe and pleasant work 
environment to minimalize any employee discontent. DBPL is committed to providing open lines of 
communication to management and has developed a grievance procedure that includes all levels of 
management including the MD. Furthermore, as a part of its ongoing activities for compliance to SA 
8000:2014 standards, DBPL has a Social Performance Team (SPT), formed by electing ten workers and 
four management representatives. 

The SPT members participate in risk assessments, monitoring, and facilitating the implementation of 

corrective and preventive actions. The worker representatives facilitate communication between workers 
and management on recommendations or complaints relating to SA 8000:2014 policy implementation 
and in general participate in the following actions: 

 Risk assessment 

 Internal audits and monitoring 

 Relevant and appropriate aspects of management review 

 Opening and closing meetings of labor audits, including SA 8000:2014 audits 

 Reporting back to workers on any corrective and preventive actions taken 

 Reporting back to Senior Management on the performance and benefits of actions taken to meet the 
SA 8000:2014 Standard 

The management members of the Social Performance Team participate in management reviews and in 
the decision-making process to implement preventive and/or corrective actions. As part of complying with 
the standards of SA 8000:2014, DBPL through the assistance of SPT, has developed two additional 
comprehensive risk assessments, which are followed to ensure health and safety at workplace:  

▪ Risk assessment for new and expectant mothers  
▪ Risk assessment for construction workers. 
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SOCIAL PERFORMANCE TEAM 

Sl No ID No. Name of Employees Designation Section Picture 

1 01.00022 Mrs. Shamsunnahar Sr. Manager Office 

 

2 01.00070 Abu Hanif Deputy Manager Office 

 

3 02.00028 Md. Ruhul Amin Officer Office 

 

4 02.00010 Md. Firuz Alam Officer Office 

 

5 03.00089 Nonee Das Supervision Specialist Liner Extrusion 

 

6 03.00043 Ali Asgar Supervision Specialist Maintenance 

 

7 03.00008 Md. Saifullah Supervision Specialist Needle Loom 

 

8 03.03045 Most. Ayesha akter LS Personnel QC Expansion 

 

9 03.00220 Nitta Nanda Biswas Expert Sewing CR 

 

10 03.05459 Ashesh Chandra Roy LS Personnel Sewing Expansion 

 

11 03.06678 Esma Khatun HS Personnel Sewing Expansion 

 

12 03.01090 Shapna Akter HS Personnel Sewing CR 

 

13 03.06198 Mst. Saniya Akter LS Personnel Sewing Expansion 

 

14 03.00211 Mst. Maksuda HS Personnel Sewing Expansion 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY 

DBPL is committed to the continuous 
improvement of the health and safety of its 
employees. Being certified with ISO 
45001:2018 standard, the company 
complies, at all stages of its operations, to the 
occupational health and safety requirements 
of this global standard.  

DBPL pledges to provide a safe and healthy 
workplace; prevent potential occupational 
accidents; provide personal protection 
equipment and medical attention in event of 
work-related injury; appoint senior manager 
to ensure OHS; establish a Health and 
Safety Committee, comprised of a well-
balanced group of management 
representatives and workers among others. 
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DEDICATED MEDICAL TEAM 

DBPL has a Health & Safety Officer, Ms. Lipi Akter. A qualified paramedic, she assists the company 
appointed physician to provide medical assistance to all staff at the factory. 

JOINT HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE 

Sl. Name Designation Designation in Committee Picture 

1 Mr. Md. Kifaiath Kaisar Asst. Manager Chairman 
 

2 Mr. Md. Saifullah Supervision Specialist Vice Chairman 
 

3 
Mr. Mohammad Asaduzzaman 
Bhuiyan 

Sr. Manager Member Secretary 
 

4 Mrs. Shamsunnahar Sr. Manager Member 

 

5 Mr. Md. Nazmul Hossain Supervision Specialist Member 
 

6 Mrs. Nurun Nahar Begum LS Personnel Member 
 

7 Ms. Sonia Rozario LS Personnel Member  
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COVID-19 HELP DESK 

“DBPL COVID Help Desk” has been formed to 
increase awareness and help employees to 
register for vaccination. As of 31-12-2021, more 
than 500 employees registered for vaccination 
through the help desk. 

 

DBPL also provides free mask to all employees. 
Quarantine facilities with proper accommodation. 
food and hygiene have also been set-up.   

 

 

 

COVID-19 PROTOCOL MAINTAINED AT DBPL 

By March 2020, Covid-19 had affected numerous countries of the world, though in Bangladesh it was 
only beginning to spread. Anticipating the devastating impact of the disease, already in February 2020 
the management of Dutch-Bangla Pack Ltd. planned and began implementing extensive health and 
safety measures to safeguard its production facilities and offices from the virus. 

Furthermore, Isolation Facility has been set up in a dormitory outside the factory complex and if any 
employee travels out of town or is experiencing Covid-19 symptoms, they stay in quarantine for 14 days 
in the Isolation Facility where food and any other required medical facilities are provided free of cost by 
the company. They are allowed to join work after the quarantine period upon confirming they are not 
infected. In the Isolation Facility, a maximum of 70 persons can be accommodated. 

Due to such measures, there has been no incident of Covid-19 inside the factory complex. Moreover, 
because of such stringent safety measures the company has been able to avoid any disastrous impact 
of Covid-19 and, barring minor setbacks during April to July 2020, has been able to achieve its full 
production and growth targets. 

The measures and protocols maintained at DBPL to safeguard its employees from Covid- 19 are given 
in following pages. 

1. PURPOSE: The purpose of this protocol is to ensure the safe working environment from COVID-19.  
 

2. SCOPE: This protocol is applicable in the factory of Dutch-Bangla Pack Ltd.  
 

 
3. REFERENCE: WHO guideline, BPGMEA guideline. 

 
4. RESPONSIBILITIES: All employees, visitors, guest, auditor, and contactor, of DBPL.  

8 Miss. Lipi Akter Health & Safety Officer Member 
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5. DEFINITIONS:  

 COVID: Corona Virus Disease  

 WHO: World Health Organization. 

 BPGMEA: Bangladesh Plastic Goods Manufacturers & Exporters Association  

 DBPL: Dutch-Bangla Pack Ltd.  

 PPE: Personal Protective Equipment 
6. PROCEDURE:  

6.1 MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DIAGRAM CHART  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2 PERSONAL HYGIENE: 

6.2.1 Entrance Protocol:  

6.2.1.1 Hand wash followed by hand sanitization.  

6.2.1.2 Feet sanitization at main entrance to the premises.  

6.2.1.3 Separate uniform and shoes for production areas.  

6.3 FIT TO WORK PROTOCOL:  

6.3.1 Temperature checking of employees and visitors at entrance and exit from the premises.  

6.3.2 Regular health check-up (including temperature measurement) in residential facilities  

6.4 PPE:  

6.4.1 Face masks, uniform, hair covers for all employees and visitors.  

6.4.2 Gloves for sewing and liner extrusion and shaping operators.  

6.4.3 Additional face shields for more exposed employees (supervisors)  

6.4.4 Full body PPE for house keepers, security personnel etc.  

6.5 ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS:  

6.5.1 Updated laundry policy for effective sanitization of uniforms, masks  
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etc.  

6.5.2 Compulsory hand sanitization in the middle of every shift.  

6.5.3 Hand wash every time employee leaves workstations for breaks.  

6.6 SOCIAL DISTANCING  

6.6.1 Sewing: Minimum gap of 1.5 meters between personnel.  

6.6.2 Management team separate out into different offices.  

6.6.3 Use of online meetings to replace physical meetings.  

6.6.4 Increase floor-based trainings to replace classroom-based trainings.  

6.6.5 Reduced no. of trainees per classroom training session.  

6.6.6 Digital payment of wages to avoid worker congregation during salary  

disbursement.  

6.7 GUEST PROTOCOL  

6.7.1 All unnecessary visits have been minimized.  

6.7.2 Designated separate entrance change rooms for visitors.  

6.7.3 Identical hygiene procedures for employees.  

6.8 FACILITY HYGIENE:  

6.8.1 Workplace cleaning routine:  

6.8.1.1 High frequency cleaning of frequent contact surfaces (door handles, railings etc.)  

6.8.1.2 Disinfection of work and machine surfaces during every shift.  

6.8.1.3 Regular cleaning of external premises and garden.  

6.8.1.4 Special cleaning procedure for canteen.  

6.8.2 Check points:  

6.8.2.1 Primary checking: At the main entrance to the premises (temperature checking).  

6.8.2.2 Secondary checking: In the production floor (by hygiene  

supervisors for personal hygiene).  

6.8.3 High-risk area classification:  

6.8.3.1 Comprehensive risk assessment, incorporated into OHSAS  

18001 assessments, to identify physical areas into 3 risk categories: High, Medium, and Low.  

6.8.3.2 Separate cleaning and hygiene strategy based on risk  
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classification.  

6.8.4 Transport:  

6.8.4.1 Thorough disinfection of all incoming transports (Containers, cars etc.).  

6.8.4.2 Separate parking of internal and external vehicles.  

6.8.4.3 Separate waiting area for drivers.  

6.9 LEADERSHIP  

6.9.1 Infrastructure  

6.9.1.1 COVID Committee (multi-disciplinary members, chaired by Head of Compliance) – existing HSE committee 
nominated as the COVID committee.  

6.9.1.2 Bi-monthly reporting of Committee Head to top management.  

6.9.1.3 Floor meetings by Production section heads to promote awareness.  

6.10 CAPACITY BUILDING  

6.10.1 Awareness training for workers.  

6.10.1.1 On Job awareness training on the operational guidelines.  

6.10.1.2 Good Hygiene practices outside the workplace.  

6.10.1.3 “Guidelines for COVID-19” banners at entrances and inside  

production locations.  

6.10.1.4 Displaying Emergency contacts in every production floor.  

6.10.1.5 “Public address” system in main gate to instruct social distancing and personal hygiene during exit and 
entry of employees.  

6.10.1.6 Participation of management employees in external informational  

seminars.  

6.10.1.7 External training of management employees (under implementation).  

6.11 INTERNAL/EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION  

6.11.1 Operational procedures circulated and displayed internally.  

6.11.2 Regular communication with relevant external authorities:  

6.11.3 Local government office  

6.11.4 Department of Inspection of Factories and Establishment, Ministry of Labor.  

6.12 RISK MANAGEMENT  

6.12.1 Disease prevention  

6.12.1.1 Drinking of lukewarm water regularly by employees.  
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6.12.1.2 Active engagement by all relevant teams (HSE team, Welfare  

officer, Workers’ participatory committee, On-site doctor, Nurses).  

6.12.1.3 Mitigation measures for physical gatherings (maintaining social distance during prayers).  

6.12.1.4 Promoting psychological health through counseling.  

6.13 RISK ASSESSMENT  

6.13.1 Risk assessment incorporated into Health and Safety Management System (OHSAS) and Environmental 
management system (ISO 14001:2015).  

6.14 INCIDENT MANAGEMENT  

6.14.1 Comprehensive Incident Management procedure for positive and suspected cases.  

6.14.2 20-bed isolation facility set-up (outside the factory premises) for immediate response to cases.  

6.15 PROCUREMENT  

6.15.1 Minimizing cash transactions for local procurement.  

6.15.2 Geographically diversified purchase strategy (basic raw materials sourced from Middle east, Vietnam, 
Thailand, S. Korea, Japan).  

 

6.16 MONITORING MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS  

6.16.1 Internal Assessment  

6.16.1.1 Bi-weekly assessment of effectiveness of preventive steps by  

COVID committee.  

6.16.1.2 Hygiene score system (through internal audits) to create  

section-wise awareness.  

6.16.1.3 Hygiene supervisors for ensuring continuous adherence in all  

production stations.  

6.16.1.4 Health and safety officer, on-site doctors and nurses for health  

evaluation and advice.  

6.17 EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT  

6.17.1 Third-party food safety and social compliance audits undertaken after  

implementation of preventive steps.  

6.17.2 Successful inspection by local administration:  

6.17.2.1 Department of Inspection of Factories and Establishment,  

Ministry of Labor.  
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6.17.2.2 Chief Executive Upazila (local administrative region) office  

6.18 INCIDENCE EVALUATION  

6.18.1 Procedure for internal evaluation of incidences for positive and suspected cases.  

6.19 COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT  

6.19.1.1 Regulatory Compliances  

6.19.1.1.1 Public advise & Technical guideline- COVID-19 (World Health Organization)  

6.19.1.1.2 Technical Guideline –COVID-19 (Ministry of health & family welfare)  

6.19.1.1.3 BGMEA Factory opening Guidelines  

6.19.1.1.4 BPGMEA Guideline for COVID-19.  

6.19.1.2 Product specific compliance  

6.19.1.2.1 Implementation of High-care team for sensitive food and pharma grade products.  

6.19.1.3 Wastage Management  

6.19.1.3.1 Proper storage (to prevent cross contamination) of PPE waste (masks, gloves etc.) after use.  

6.19.1.3.2 Safe disposal of PPE wastage to prevent cross contamination.  

6.19.1.3.3 Separation of production wastage and PPE waste at source.  

 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE FOR COVID-19 

 

1. PURPOSE: The purpose of this protocol is to provide guidance for management of suspected cases of COVID-
19 at Dutch-Bangla Pack Ltd.  
 

2. SCOPE: This is protocol is applicable to all processes and employees at the factory site of Dutch-Bangla Pack 
Ltd.  

 

 
3. NORMATIVE REFERENCES: Public advise & Technical guideline- COVID-19 (World Health Organization) 

Technical Guideline –COVID-19 (Ministry of health & family welfare) 
 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES: All employees, visitors, guests, auditors, and contactors, of DBPL.  
 

 
5. DEFINITIONS: 

 COVID: Corona Virus Disease  

 WHO: World Health Organization  

 BPGMEA: Bangladesh Plastic Goods Manufacturers & Exporters Association  

 DBPL: Dutch-Bangla Pack Ltd.  

 PPE: Personal Protective Equipment  
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6. PROCEDURE FOR DEALING WITH SUSPECTED PATIENTS: 

6.1 Workers who are assisting a potentially infectious employee must wear appropriate PPE gear and follow all 
hygiene practices.  

6.2 Isolate the person to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Use the Isolation facilities of DBPL if necessary. Provide 
the person you are concerned about with a mask to wear (if not worn already).  

6.3 Seek advice from public health and government officials.  

6.4 Ensure the person has transport to their home or to the closest medical practice or facility.  

6.5 Clean and disinfect the areas where the suspected infected employee has been. Secondly, block the areas off 
until thorough cleaning is completed, including all communal areas such as the bathroom, kitchen, meetings rooms 
and offices.  

6.6 Identify and tell close contacts of the suspected infected employee that they may have been exposed to the 
virus. Those who many have been exposed are required to follow the current government advice on quarantine 
requirements.  

6.7 Review risk management controls and evaluate whether existing procedures needs to change. 
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SAFETY BOARD  

A Safety Board, attached beside the ground floor entrance of the factory, is maintained to indicate month-
wise and year-to-date number and kind of injuries. Information on three types of injuries is maintained:  

 First Aid Injury (FAI) 

 Medical Treatment Injury 

 Lost Time Injury (LTI).  

Regular updating of the Safety Board helps to keep track of workplace injuries and implement control 
measures.  

 

`  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

DISCRIMINATION  

DBPL does not engage in or support any type of discriminating practices, or harassment in any form to 
occur. It asks only skills-oriented questions when interviewing for hire or promotion. DBPL does not 
engage in or support activities that would interfere with an employee’s right to exercise, observe tenets 
or practices, or to meet needs relating to race, caste, national origin, religion, disability, sexual orientation, 
union membership, or political affiliation. DBPL does not allow behavior from its employees that are 
discriminative or harassing in nature. Gestures, language, and physical contact that are sexually 
coercive, threatening, abusive, or exploitive are prohibited. Employees are informed of this policy during 
new employee orientation, and it is covered in the employee handbook. All allegations of discrimination 
or harassment are brought immediately to the attention of the Human Resources Department and are 
investigated immediately. 
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5.2 SIZE OF WORKFORCE  

DBPL currently employs 1298 employees (as of 31 December 2021), out of which 658 employees are 
female. Roughly, 50 employees are in managerial positions and rest in non-managerial (shop floor) 
positions. Upon initial recruitment of inexperienced workers, they undergo an initiation and training period 
of 6 months before they are confirmed as permanent employees. Currently, DBPL employs around 100 
trainee employees in its total workforce. The size of the workforce has been increasing in recent years 
by 5 to 10% on average. The employee turnover remains at a steady level of between 15 – 20%. A large 
proportion of the employees, especially women, are recruited out of technical training schools. Therefore, 
at the time of commencement of employment, they are often single. During their employment, they get 
married and are mostly required to relocate to their husband’s household. Oftentimes, this makes it 
impossible for the employee to continue due to locational constraints. Dismissal remains at a very low 
level, and total instances over a year does not exceed 5. Dismissals are primarily administered once 
conventional methods of disciplining (warning, suspension etc.) have been exhausted. Prime reason for 
dismissal remains severe lack of discipline, or discriminatory practices etc. Number of female employees 
is 25 out of 109 in supervisory and above position. 

 

5.3 LABOR POLICIES  

As an SA 8000:2014 certified company, DBPL is dedicated towards strict adherence to international and 
national labor policy standards. The Company commits to informing all employees of its policy and 
position on the SA 8000:2014 standard. All employees of DBPL are made aware of the Policy and 
Company Statement upon implementation. Periodically throughout the year, DBPL reaffirms its 
commitment to the SA 8000:2014 policy through employee communications such as emails, noticeboard 
postings etc.  

Furthermore, DBPL is committed to the continuous improvement of health and safety of its employees 
and commits itself to the following:  

 Ensure a healthy and safe work environment to employees and provide resources for awareness, 
preliminary risk evaluation, training and monitoring of health and accident risks.  

 Ensure consistency of DBPL's environment, health, and safety procedures with international and 
national legislative requirements, and introduce necessary additional requirements to make certain 
of a safe and healthy workplace and environment.  

 Incorporate environmental and occupational health and safety considerations in the planning stage 
of product and process design.  

 Continually strive to eliminate any foreseeable hazards which may result in property damage, 
accidents, or personal injury/illness.  

 Effectively communicate the Environmental, Occupational Health and Safety Policy to the relevant 
stakeholders of the company to encourage adoption of appropriate preventive practices.  
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DISCIPLINARY PRACTICES 

DBPL has a defined disciplinary process. This process is explained to all employees in new employee 
orientation and is defined in employee handbook. The company does not and will not engage in or support 
the use of corporal punishment, mental or physical coercion, or verbal abuse. Employees are trained on 
the progressive disciplinary policy in new employee orientation, and it is documented in the employee 
handbook.  

WORKING HOURS 

DBPL complies with all applicable national laws and SA 8000:2014 requirements concerning working 
hours. Our working and overtime hours are set in compliance with the national and SA 8000:2014 
requirements.  

REMUNERATION  

DBPL ensures that the wages paid to its employees meets the Basic Need Wage according to the SA 
8000:2014 standards. DBPL ensures that all wages paid are in a manner that is convenient and safe for 
all employees.  

COMMITMENT 

DBPL affirms that it is committed to conform to all requirements of the SA 8000:2014 standard in addition 
to all national employment laws. Furthermore, the Company is committed to the continuous improvement 
of its personnel policies. All personnel policies and the SA 8000:2014 policy are available for review in 
the Human Resources Department. The SA 8000:2014 policy statement is provided to each employee 
during new employee orientation.  

REVIEW 

DBPL commits to review the adequacy, suitability, and effectiveness of the company’s SA 8000:2014 
policy at least once per year. For instance, during the latest review, a change in legal requirements owing 
to the revised version of Bangladesh Labor Law prompted DBPL to review the SA 8000:2014 policy 
accordingly.  

 

5.4 IMPLEMENTATION  

To meet its Occupational health and safety objectives, DBPL undertakes a comprehensive Hazard 
Identification and Risk Assessment (HIRA) exercise, which attempts to assist emergency managers to 
improve occupational safety and to protect against property and infrastructure damage by providing a 
tool that can be used to assess the consequences and frequency of a hazard. The purpose of this is to 
identify which hazards should be the focus of emergency management programs at a particular point in 
time. When hazards are identified as having a high level of risk, emergency management programs are 
developed to minimize the risk through prevention, preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery 
measures. If these measures are successful, then the risk of the hazard will decrease. Upon extensive 
analysis, DBPL identified three major streams of hazards: natural, technological, and human-caused 
hazards. These are hazards which have occurred or may occur within DBPL with a potential to inflict 
significant damage to people, property, critical infrastructure, the environment, or business. Natural 
hazards are those which are caused by forces of nature (sometimes referred to as ‘Acts of God’). Human 
activity may trigger or worsen the hazard, but the hazard ultimately is viewed as a force of nature. 
Technological hazards are hazards which arise ‘from the manufacture, transportation, and use of such 
substances as radioactive materials, chemicals, explosives, flammables, modern technology and critical 
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infrastructure’. Human-caused hazards are hazards which result from direct human action or inaction, 
either intentional or unintentional. Upon hazard analysis, suitable measures are introduced to address 
the hazards. Measures include infrastructure design (to mitigate natural hazards), product and process 
design, use of personal protective equipment etc. (to mitigate technological and human caused hazards).  

 

FIRE & EMERGENCY EVACUATION DRILL 

DBPL organizes regular fire drills. To ensure proper safety the drills are held four times a year, even 
though as per labor law the requirement is to organize fire drills twice a year.  
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MANAGEMENR REVIEW MEETING 2021 

As part of commitment towards the ISO compliance standards, DBPL had its 24th Management Review 
Meeting, on the 27th of December. This time, the meeting was organised at the factory premise, with 
participation of the factory management staff. 

The meeting started by reviewing the action points agreed upon during the last meeting followed by an 
overview of DBPL’s performance during 2021. Despite the pandemic, DBPL performed exceedingly well, 
with marked achievements in output, quality, and wastage reduction. The timely completion of DB3 was 
also commended. Due to travel restrictions, there was not too much room for physical audits this year, 
but DBPL had 2 online audits from 2 customers, which were successfully passed. The customer feedback 
has been on the positive trend this year, with less quality issues, compared to 2020. 

As always, improvement is a continuous process, and in that vein, ambitious sustainability targets in 
terms of reducing the carbon footprint were set. Special lunch (as is the tradition) was arranged and an 
open discussion session followed where the factory team shared their comments, suggestions on various 
issues. 
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TRAINING  

Training of employees is among one of the most effective tools for ensuring occupational health and 
safety. DBPL has developed and executes an extensive training plan which lists the training topics (Which 
includes topics on employee health and safety), frequency of training, training material, trainer details 
etc. According to this training plan, an employee receives more than 120 hours of training per year, 
amounting to roughly 40 trainings per year. Delivery of training and evaluating the ensuing effectiveness 
of training is overseen by the Training department, which is incorporated inside the Human resource 
development division.  

Following the training plan of 2022 (given in next page), 53 training programs on a total of 25 essential 
topics were conducted during 2021 and 90% of total manpower received these trainings.
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To better manage the internal training programs, a digital training management system is used at DBPL 
factory. The system collects, in real time, the attendance and other relevant data of trainees to help in 
training needs assessment and planning.  

 

  

 

  

 

  

External training on internal audits for Quality management system, environmental management system 
and OHSAS was organized in December 2021. The training was attended by all managerial and 
supervisory employees.  

In March 2021, external training was undertaken on 5S, intending to develop a workplace that is clean, 
uncluttered, safe, and well organized to help reduce waste and optimize productivity. The training was 
well attended by supervisory and managerial employees.   
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS  

One of the major objectives of the HIRA exercise is to eliminate workplace accidents. Being a 
manufacturing entity, accidents in DBPL are mainly caused by human mistake. For instance, extrusion 
coating is a critical process in the production scheme, whereby a hot extrudate is poured on the fabric 
substrate. The operator must station himself close to the machine to ensure smooth operation. Accidents 
often occurred due to the spattering of the hot extrudate. To prevent this, DBPL encased the entire 
process in a protective cage to prevent any outflow of hot extrudate. At other instances, where it is not 
possible to modify the process, personal protective equipment and procedures are implemented to 
mitigate the hazard. For instance, in the printing section, where solvent fumes are generated, operators 
wear masks to prevent inhalation. Furthermore, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) are designed 
for every process of DBPL. Employees are specifically trained according to these SOPs to ensure that 
they can work in a safe and healthy environment and method.  

 

NEW CHEMICAL STORE 

The New Chemical Store is operational from mid-2021. The building is isolated from other manufacturing 
units to ensure safety. Spill Kit, Eye Wash, Secondary containers, Fire Extinguishers, Fire Hydrants, and 
other safety features are available to this well-ventilated building. 
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FACILITATING EMPLOYEES 

“HAPPY KID” – DAY CARE CENTER  

Dutch-Bangla Pack Ltd. (DBPL), in partnership with Sporsho Daycare, has set up Happy Kids, a daycare 
center within its factory premises. The daycare is situated inside the new women’s dormitory of DBPL. 
Sporsho Daycare, which will be responsible to operate the facility, has been running its daycare services 
since 2013 and has established a reputation for providing exemplary services in this field. Sporsho is 
employing two employees, one Supervisor and one Nanny, to take care of the children of women 
employees of DBPL, during 6 am to 5 pm on every working day. The employees who choose to leave 
their children at the daycare during their duty receives the service free of cost. The center accepts children 
between the ages from 6 months to 4 years and can accommodate five children at a time. Sporsho 
Daycare ensures that the employees responsible to run the facility are well qualified and experienced in 
all aspects of childcare to deliver a safe and happy stay for the children. They are also trained to provide 
first-aid.  
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FAIR PRICE SHOP 

Dutch-Bangla Pack Ltd. (DBPL), in partnership with Direct Fresh Ltd., operates a fair price shop within 
its factory premises at Gazaria, Munshiganj. Named the “Amar Dokan”, it has 1300 square feet of floor 
space and runs a fair price retail system exclusively for the employees of DBPL, selling packaged and 
non-packaged food and other household items to workers at up to 10% less than the retail price in the 
market. The company employees can purchase goods on credit from the shop which are paid back by 
deducting from their salaries. In addition to allowing the workers to save on goods they already buy, the 
scheme also provides free healthcare insurance to the employees.  
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REGULAR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES & CELEBRATION  

DBPL arranges recreational activities for its employees such as games and tournaments, and celebration 
programs on various national & international days like Victory Day, Bengali New Year, International 
Mother Language Day etc. Moreover, Picnic is arranged annually with all employees of Dutch-Bangla 
Pack Ltd. and their family members joining. On 28 January 2022 annual picnic of DBPL was held. 
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KPI BASED REWARD SYSTEM  

To increase employee motivation, DBPL has a KPI based reward system. Every month the best 
performing worker is designated “Star Employee” and she or he gets a financial reward for the next one 
year, which is equivalent to around 10% of her or his salaries. Also, every month from each section one 
employee is awarded “Best Performer” Prize. One trainee employee in each section is also awarded 
“Best Learner” every month. Each of these awards entail a financial reward also.  

 

FINANCIAL BENEFIT FOR NEW PARENTS  

The management of DBPL continues to give a onetime cash gift of Tk. 20,000 for the employees if they 
become a parent of a new baby.  

 

DORMITORY FACILITIES  

Dormitory facilities are available for the employees of DBPL. Within the factory compound there are two 
ladies’ dormitories. In addition, there are four rented housing facilities for men within walking distance 
from the factory, capable of housing around 500 persons.  

In 2019, the company added a second dormitory for women employees. With a capacity to house 168 
persons, it is equipped with all modern amenities and provides quality accommodation for the women 
employees of the company.  
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ATM MACHINE AT FACTORY  

DBPL, through one of its regular bankers Prime Bank Ltd., has had an ATM booth installed in front of its 

factory complex. Two ATM machines have been installed in the booth. Previously DBPL had been 

disbursing the bulk of its employee salaries by cash and a small part by bank transfer. This used to take 

up two full working days for three staff from the accounts department at DBPL factory while they wrestled 

to disburse the salaries of 1300 employees of the company on time. Furthermore, it goes without saying, 

the process was susceptible to hitches like human errors, delays and administrative problems arising out 

of physical record keeping. Along with the installation of ATM booth, Prime Bank shall from now on 

process the salaries of DBPL employees, as a part of which all 1300 employees had already opened 

personal bank accounts at Prime Bank Ltd. As a result, a good amount of administrative time shall not 

be wasted every month. Moreover, the bank cards the employees have been supplied with can be used 

for a variety of purposes besides withdrawing cash from ATMs, for example for purchasing at various 

shops and facilities all over the country and at ‘Amar Dokan’, the convenience store inside the DBPL 

factory complex. The ATM booth became operational from 2nd July 2020 and immediately afterwards 

the DBPL employees began to use it to withdraw money from salary accounts and other banking needs. 

The employees are highly pleased to be able to avail the facility. 
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6. ENVIRONMENT  

6.1 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES  

At first, DBPL identifies environmental aspects 
of its operations. Environmental aspects are 
those items, such as air pollutants or hazardous 
waste that can have negative impacts on 
people and/or the environment. Once 
significant environmental aspects are 
determined, DBPL sets objectives and targets, 
and devises an action plan for meeting the 
targets. This includes designating 
responsibilities, establishing a schedule, and 
outlining clearly defined steps to meet the 
targets.  

The major environmental issues currently being 
faced by DBPL are:  

 Efficient use of resources (water, energy, raw 
materials)  

 Waste management  

 Supervision over use of hazardous 
substances. 

 

Surveillance audit by the certification agency 
was held in November 2021, with no major non-
conformities.   

 

 

6.2 ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES  

The environmental policy of DBPL entails the following: DBPL recognizes that the delivery of its 
operations inevitably impacts on the environment in several ways, for example, through the generation 
of waste through the production process and the use of energy for heating and lighting. Through a 
commitment to continuous environmental improvement, DBPL’s aim is to ensure that our business 
operation is undertaken in such a manner as to have minimum impact on the environment. Specifically, 
DBPL strives to minimize environmental aspects by decreasing wastes, using optimum energy using 
non-hazardous chemicals instead of hazardous chemicals, produce eco-friendly products that can be 
recycled and reused, seek continuous improvement in the design and implementation of products and 
processes, to eliminate or minimize probable health hazards, accident risks and minimize environmental 
aspects by using new technologies. The basic raw material of DBPL is Polypropylene which is a polyolefin 
thermoplastic. Generally, polyolefins are recyclable through a re-extrusion and granulation process. 
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Furthermore, DBPL also remains prepared for emergencies and acts promptly to eliminate their resulting 
impacts.  

 

6.3 IMPLEMENTATION  

In implementing the ISO 14001:2015 standard, DBPL undertook various measures to achieve reductions 
in waste management. One such measure is proper segregation of waste products. The usual practice, 
prior to the implementation of ISO 14001:2015, was to place all types of waste into one container. Waste 
management principles require separate storage and consequent disposal of waste material at every 
step of the production process. An intensive training program had to be initiated to make the employees 
aware of waste management principles. Regular monitoring also had to be undertaken to confirm that 
employees were not deviating from established rules and regulations. Currently, wastage materials are 
only placed in designated waste containers, which are collected at a designated frequency and stored in 
a separate warehouse.  

DBPL is also actively involved in multiple projects to use post-consumer recycled polypropylene (PCR 
rPP). Successful trials have been undertaken already by sourcing material from the Netherlands and 
Taiwan. Further trials with Starlinger (manufacturer of tape extrusion) are planned to increase the dosage 
of PCR rPP to more than 30%.   

 

WASTE DISPOSAL  

Another major challenge in the implementation of ISO 14001:2015 standard was to adequately 
emphasize the adverse environmental impact of improper waste disposal. The usual habit of numerous 
DBPL’s production workers were to dispose waste in the immediate surrounding environment, without 
considering the harmful environmental impact of their actions. Through regular awareness building and 
monitoring, DBPL ensured considerable change in their behavioral pattern. Detailed instructions were 
also implemented to promote employee perception. However, being a continual process, DBPL 
constantly monitors and controls its production process to ensure proper adherence to the standard.  

To effectively control the use of hazardous substances, DBPL firstly identifies all hazardous substances 
that are required for the production process. An initial evaluation is done to ascertain whether any of 
these substances can be replaced with less harmful alternatives. Consequently, attempts are made to 
mitigate the risks of contamination and exposure through these hazardous materials by implementing 
cautionary measures such as secondary containers, encased and designated storage, minimizing 
storage of hazardous chemicals that are susceptible to human contact etc.  

 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY  

Similar challenges to precipitate behavioral change were also experienced in the topic of energy 
efficiency. Through extensive training and awareness building, employees were encouraged to promote 
energy efficiency in their daily scope of operations. Furthermore, to promote energy efficiency, DBPL has 
installed solar panels on its roofing, which is used for internal heating. DBPL has also arranged for several 
Energy audits which attempted to identify scopes for reducing energy consumption without compromising 
working environment comfort and safety. Based on the feedback of the energy audit, DBPL implemented 
specific steps, such as converting older T12 fluorescent fixtures to high efficiency T5 or T8 fixtures, 
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daylight harvesting etc. DBPL has also recently installed water absorption chillers that reduce energy 
requirements for air conditioning significantly.  

DBPL is now operating two energy efficient gas generators and planning to install a new 1500kw gas 
generator this year. Which will completely replace the additional energy requirement from National Grid. 
DBPL’s overall carbon footprint will be reduced by 10%. DBPL is also planning to install 442.8 kWp solar 
panels in upcoming years. With LC packaging, DBPL is committed to reduce its emitted CO2e by 4.2% 
every year. 

7. BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION  

DBPL is committed to conduct all its business in an honest and ethical manner and ensure that it meets 
its legal obligations and notices, eradicates corrupt practices, and collaborates to reduce opportunities 
for bribery and corruption. DBPL always requires all staff to act honestly and with integrity and to 
safeguard the resources for which they are responsible. DBPL does not tolerate any form of corruption 
and takes the most serious view of any attempt to commit corrupt practices by members of staff, 
contractors, agents, and business partners. Cases of suspected corruption are to be properly investigated 
and appropriate action taken, including reporting to the appropriate authorities, disciplinary action, 
prosecution, and active pursuit of recovery. DBPL has not been involved in any legal cases, rulings or 
other events related to corruption and bribery. Every year, bi-annual internal audits take place. Our books 
and accounts are subjected to statutory external audit annually. These audits are used as one of the 
methods of identifying any suspicious payments which could be related to bribery or corrupt behavior. No 
such incident has been reported to date.  

 

8. CONSUMER INTERESTS AND QUALITY  

The Quality Standards implemented by DBPL, namely ISO 9001:2015 for Quality Management and 
FSSC 22000 (v5.1) for Food Safety Management, capture the knowledge and expertise of our 
professionals to ensure a consistent application of what we know. Quality standards incorporating 
centrally established generic and product-specific requirements are managed through locally defined 
operating quality manuals. Country specific standards, based upon local regulatory requirements, are 
also incorporated. Furthermore, the Quality Policy of DBPL is promoted across all levels of employees to 
encourage them to embrace quality as their personal commitment.  

 

PROCESS-BASED QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  

A Process-Based Management System encompassing the whole value chain in which all functions are 
responsible to define and manage the processes they own which can impact on product safety, 
compliance, and consumer delight. Support Functions aid, expertise, and tools to meet the Quality 
management system requirements and to achieve the following quality objectives.  
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 Establish a Quality Management System 
through the effective implementation and 
certification of the ISO 9001: 2015 
standard. Furthermore, develop an 
integrated Management System through 
the combination of ISO 9001: 2015 and 
ISO 45001:2018 standards.  

 Consistently improve our product and 
process quality through learning, 
communication, emulation, innovation, 
and participation in continuous 
improvement programs.  

 Cultivate and maintain a dynamic and 
vibrant managerial culture, which 
incorporates continual feedback and 
improvement.  

 Endeavor to maximize the product and 
process quality, leading to increased 
sales volume.  

 Attempt to minimize the lead time across 
the entire production process, thus 
ensuring timely delivery of products and 
services to meet our customer's 
requirements.  

 Maintain the Quality Department as a 
partner with Purchasing. Receive raw 
materials and outside only when 
accompanied by processed parts 
appropriate certifications and inspection 
documentation.  

 Undertake regular training programs to educate employees, thus allowing each employee to 
recognize their responsibility for ensuring quality.  

 Attempt comprehensive understanding of customers' requirements and deliver a product to match 
or even exceed these requirements to achieve customer delight.  

 Reduce waste and inefficiency in the production process.  

 Institute appropriate control procedures and conduct periodic reviews of our attainment of the Quality 
Policy, consequently taking appropriate measures accordingly.  

 A Continual Improvement Management Cycle is also implemented to ensure an effective and 
efficient management of Quality processes, to measure performance, and drive the enhancement of 
our Quality culture.  

COMPLETION OF EXPANSION PROJECT (DB3) 

In Q3 2021, DBPL completed the latest phase of its expansion: DB3.  

The construction of DB3 started in November 2020, on top of the first floor of DB2.  After 9 months of continuous 

efforts, the facility is now fully ready to produce high-quality food and industrial grade bags. DB3 contains cutting 

(both heat cutting and ultrasonic), printing and cleanroom sewing, baling and storage areas. The monthly capacity 

of DB3 is 10x40 FCL/month, which means an annual capacity of 1 million big bags. Cleanroom concepts such as 

zoning, differential air pressure etc. have been implemented to meet cleanroom standards. It shall lead to the 

creation of 300 jobs, the majority of which shall be filled by women.  
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DBPL regularly engages its customers to discuss opportunities for continual improvement of product and 
processes. Specifically, during audits of major customers, the DBPL Quality team actively shares and 
exchanges views on food safety, quality systems etc. to learn and consequently implement the best 
practices from across industries. A Design and Development procedure is also implemented whereby 
DBPL engages with various stakeholders (customers, distributors, equipment suppliers etc.) to improve 
packaging design for achieving reductions in packaging cost. Such engagements in the past have 
resulted in offering packaging re-designs which allowed customers to reduce packaging costs or increase 
safety of existing packaging along others. 

 

 

*** 


